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RE: Kelman & Veritox v. Kramer. NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE FEDERAL LAWSUIT 
Judicial Council Chairperson & AOC Director are liable for AOC employee falsified documents concealed by JC members.     

          Kindly correct the record to reflect truth and mitigate the ongoing damage. As the JC Chair and AOC 
Director, it is you who are ultimately responsible for AOC employee falsification of material court documents and 
concealment of them by JC members and AOC supervisors. The fact is, Chairperson Cantil-Sayauke, Director 
Jahr, Chief Counsel Roberts, and Justice Kaufmann; upon your personal acknowledgements of the AOC falsified 
documents in two SLAPP suits; the false concept that it has been scientifically proven by Veritox’s Mr. Bryan 
Hardin and Mr. Bruce Kelman that microbial toxins could never reach a level indoors to harm anyone, will cease to 
exist in public health policies, courts, medical schools, medical practices, and in workers’ comp, property/casualty 
insurer cost shifting schemes. U.S. physicians and policy setters will no longer be mislead to parrot the false proof 
of lack of causation. The key to stopping Veritox’s scientific fraud lays with your acknowledgment that AOC 
employee falsified documents have been concealed by AOC supervisors, court officers - including Veritox’s 
attorney, and JC members, in SLAPP over my writing exposing how the scientific fraud became policy to mislead 
U.S. courts – rather than the environmentally injureds’ counsels needing to know how to discredit the fraud, one 
mold case at a time, when used by defense witnesses as false proof of lack of causation of illness and death,   

          Continued litigation usage and concealment of known AOC employee falsified documents are felonies. 
Penal Code 134 states, “Every person guilty of preparing any false or ante-dated book, paper, record, instrument 
in writing, or other matter or thing, with intent to produce it, or allow it to be produced for any fraudulent or deceitful 
purpose, as genuine or true, upon any trial, proceeding, or inquiry whatever, authorized by law, is guilty of felony.” 
Direct evidence cannot be erased by stalling and obfuscations. I cannot be silent or silenced of the felonies. I 
cannot unknow what I know, and neither can you. Far too many lives remain at stake for one to be willfully blind. 

          Therefore to curtail any further obfuscation, for economy of mailing, and for brevity of establishing that it has 
been known for quite some time by the JC and AOC heads of material AOC employee document falsifications in 
SLAPP being used to aid federal contractors, including but not limited to Veritox, to fleece the public; this notice 
may be read by you and others at ContemptOfCourtFor.ME http://wp.me/p20mAH-qJ  Blog Title: 

ODE TO TOXIC MOLD SUFFERERS  
by Sharon Noonan Kramer  

To those harmed by the US Chamber Institute for Legal Reform’s (ILR) & the Manhattan Institute Center for Legal 
Policy’s (CLP) “A Scientific View of the Health Effects of Mold”; and by CA Judicial Council (JC) members’ 
concealment of court employee (AOC) falsified documents in SLAPP; and by the Silence of All Those Who Know  

If you’re poisoned by microbe toxins and no one will listen     
think of the largest lobbyist and coins which glisten. 
Know why elected officials will not give them a di$$in’ 
as the fleeced public continues to feel it. 

A retired Asst Surgeon General took a think-tank’s bribe. 
His written words and true science do not jibe. 
They’re spewed in U.S. courts as false denial diatribe   
and U.S. Senate HELPed to conceal it.                             

A Citizen exposed how policy fraud came to be. 
She named those involved as she blogged of the fee. 
Cal courts framed her for libel so no one would see 
and repeatedly refused to repeal it. 

They jailed her and hurt her and falsified docs. 
She was terrorized for example so no one else balks.  
Excuses abound of why no one talks, 
causing environmental injuries til a Loud Voice squeals it. 

J   JC/AOC Heads seem political to the core.  
     They shield court employee crimes hiding frauds of more. 
     They may need to be shown the jailhouse door! 
      and the Citizen knows how to reveal it: 

     USDOJ’s witness Veritox took Manhattan Institute’s bribe. 
     They forged UCLA doctor authorship as the US Chamber lied. 
     Feds, Politicians, Regents, Cal Court leaders came along for the ride, 
     and mass silence as defense can’t conceal it. 

     Veritox’s extrapolations alone are not scientific proof. 
     Expert witnessing that they are, causes cost-shifting by spoof. 
     Falsifying court docs in Cal SLAPP puts culpability through the roof!! 
     The admission of AOC’s frauds will seal it. 

     Uncontradicted evidence are considered as truths. 
     Feigning they’re not are lies, court fraud and abuse.  
     JC/AOC Heads’ refuting evidence would prove its not ruse. 
     Since there is none Mea Culpa to the defrauded must heal it!!!

 JC Chair Cantil-Sayauke & AOC Director Jahr, If Sharon Noonan Kramer is lying about the AOC employee material 
document falsifications; then why don’t you just provide the direct evidence they a valid, and prove her wrong?        


